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This talk

CHARGE FROM ORGANIZERS (TOO MUCH)

Mesoscale Eddies and climate: How do eddies interact with large-
scale ocean circulation? How well are they represented in current
models? State of the art as presented at the 2009 WGOMD workshop
on mesoscale eddies and the recent literature.

MY AIMS FOR THIS TALK (STILL TOO MUCH!)

Highlight elements of global climate modeling where eddies
and/or fine scale currents have been found to be important;
Identify numerical and physical issues important for climate
simulations with eddies.
I will ground the discussion with analysis of a GFDL climate
model using an eddying ocean component. More in Winton’s talk.
Offer brief recommendations for a 5-year plan.
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Progress since the 2009 WGOMD workshop

Tremendous progress since 2009, much summarized here in Kiel.
Many groups have global mesoscale
eddy-active models.

Centennial-scale eddying simulations
now being run for climate change
questions.

Recognized importance of coupling
to fine-scale atmosphere.

Regional submesoscale-rich
simulations are emerging.

Observational advances enabling
critical evaluations of eddy-rich
simulations.

Viable mesoscale params proposed
for eddy-active regime.

Recognized importance of
depth-dependent GM eddy diffusivity.

Steps made toward stochastic
parameterizations.

Deepening understanding of interior
ocean diapycnal mixing.

Compelling results using ALE as
vertical “coordinate.”

Maturation of unstructured and
nested methods.
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Ocean resolution in IPCC-class climate models

Figure 1: Ocean model resolution of coupled climate models reported by the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change by year. Also shown are prototype MOLES simulations
for the next round of models (AR6?) by the National Center for Atmospheric Research,
the NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, the Department of Energy, and the
UKMO Hadley Centre. Exponential fits to the median and leading edge models as well as
Moore’s Law of increasing computer power are shown as dashed lines. Good resolution
(based on process models) for mesoscale, submesoscale, and Langmuir-scale phenomena
are shown.

to the planetary thermodynamics (e.g., Danabasoglu and McWilliams, 1995; Gent, 2011).
However, as our demand for these models’ reliability has grown, as has our com-

putational capabilities, so now a new stage is planned or in prototype at a number of
climate modeling centers–mesoscale eddy resolving (or permitting) climate models. It is
hoped that such models will have unprecedented accuracy and allow for a substantially
improved assessment of climate processes and climate sensitivity (McClean et al., 2011;
Delworth et al., 2012).

However, a lesson can be learned from the operational ocean forecast models and
ocean reanalyses, which generally run at higher resolution due to the shorter duration
of the simulation (decades rather than centuries). Even at these higher resolutions, the
choice of a physically-sound and accurate subgrid model remains a challenging and im-
portant characteristic of even Mesoscale Ocean Large Eddy Simulation (MOLES).

Fig. 2, which is described in detail in section 2.3, compares a frontal spin-down under
the effects of eddies with three different eddy-permitting resolutions where the number

D–3

From B. Fox-Kemper, Brown University, USA

The ocean is but one component amongst many within earth
system models.
Resolution refinement is painfully slow! It must compete with
enhancements in capabilities, tracers, new components,
ensembles, assimilation, etc.
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The ocean and climate

Ventilation / sequestration / transport of heat/buoyancy
Ocean warming and global thermosteric sea level rise
Regional sea level and halosteric/thermosteric effects
Role of mesoscale (and submesoscale) eddies
Transient climate change

Southern Ocean and changing climate
Mesoscale eddy compensation of meridional overturning
Mesoscale eddy saturation of depth integrated transport
How are they related and how much are they realised?

Atlantic overturning circulation
Variability mechanisms: is there a consistent/complete story?
Predictability (is there any?) and predictions (are they useful?)
How stable is AMOC to freshwater perturbations?

Polar climate change
Arctic sea ice: role of warm ocean currents?
Ice sheets and sea level: again, warm ocean currents?

Tropical climate
ENSO and PDO
Cyclones: impacts from upwelling, eddies, loop currents
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Spatial scale of mesocale eddies

May 20, 2013 NEW MODELING CAPABILITIES ADVANCING NOAA CLIMATE SCIENCE  

Frontiers in ocean/ice-sheet model development 

• Role of ocean eddies in 
climate/earth system 

• Sea-level rise and ice-
sheet/ocean interaction 
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Eddy size ∝ first baroclinic
Rossby Radius λm = cm/|f |,
where the phase speed is
approximated by (Chelton et
al. 1998)

cm ≈
1

mπ

∫ 0

−H
N dz.

Global models are marginal at
representing this scale;
regional models starting to
reach into the submesoscale.
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Are simulations with eddies more scientifically useful?

Utility implies trust, which requires experience, evaluation, and
experimentation.

Relatively little experience w/ eddy-rich climate simulations.
Often too expensive to do routine hypothesis driven experiments.
Eddies =⇒ more kinetic energy. ,
Eddies 6=⇒ better water masses, if model biases are large. /

Do models admitting eddies need fewer parameterizations?
Yes in principle; in practice simulations are sensitive to SGS.

Is this because of inadequate numerics (e.g., transport)?
Is this because of inadequate parameterizations (e.g., dissipation)?
Is this because of inadequate representation of boundary interactions
(e.g., boundary current separation)?
All of above?

We are far from DNS of global ocean climate!

Need intelligent numerics and physics when admit eddies:
monotonic and high order tracer advection
robust vertical coordinates (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian)
thoughtful multi-scale SGS methods.
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Rossby radius to gauge mesoscale representation

Hallberg (2013) Ocean Modelling

2∆ ≤ λ1 needed to resolve mesoscale eddies.
Map indicates the necessary Mercator spacing for 2∆ = λ1.

Need even finer grid spacing to accurately represent eddy flux
convergences.
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Turbulent cascade of mechanical energy

Cascades act to couple space-time scales.
energy ε or enstrophy η.2 Both models were designed with constant density cascades

Figure 3: (Left) Schematic of forward energy cascade typical of 3d turbulence (Kol-
mogorov, 1941) underpinning the Smagorinsky (1963) subgrid model. (Right) Schematic
of inverse energy cascade and forward enstrophy cascade typical of 2d turbulence
(Kraichnan, 1967) underpinning the Leith (1996) subgrid model. Plotted is the energy
spectrum, where

∫
E(k)dk =

∫ 1
2 u · u dV, where integrals are over all space. Gridscale

where cascade is truncated in indicated in blue.

of kinetic energy in mind, following Kolmogorov (1941) in the three-dimensional energy
cascade and Kraichnan (1967) in the direct enstrophy cascade case. Each provides a scal-
ing for a viscosity based on resolved flow and grid parameters:
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(
ΥS∆x

π

)2√
SikSik, νL =

(
ΛL∆x

π

)3
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Where Einstein summation is implied, the strain tensor is Sik ≡ 1
2

(
∂uk
∂xi

+ ∂ui
∂xk

)
, and the

factors of π appear to keep the nondimensional constants ΥS, ΛL near 1.
Fox-Kemper and Menemenlis (2008) argue that the common LES subgrid models used

in oceanography (e.g. Smagorinsky, 1963; Griffies and Hallberg, 2000; Sullivan et al., 1994)
are not appropriate for MOLES because they are based on similarity laws or energy cas-
cades that do not occur at the mesoscale in the ocean. (Leith, 1996) argued that in two-
dimensional turbulence, where an inverse energy cascade an a direct enstrophy cascade
both occur, a different subgrid model is required depending on which cascade is inter-
rupted by the grid resolution.

Graham and Ringler (2013) show that the Leith parameterization performs best among
various LES subgrid models in a 2d turbulence simulation. They analyze spectral cas-
cades as well as convergence and stability properties. So, the Leith model is a good model
for 2d LES where the gridscale lies in an approximate enstrophy cascade. It is important
to note that many simulations have shown that for Smagorinsky or Leith to work, only
approximate inertial ranges are required.

2Enstrophy is a second conserved quantity in 2d turbulence, and is the vorticity squared. It is not con-
served in 3d turbulence.
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Compliments of Baylor Fox-Kemper, Brown

University, USA

3d turbulence: energy
cascade to small scales
2d/QG turbulence of the
mesoscale: energy cascade
to large scales (inverse
cascade)

“Backscatter” denotes need
to reintroduce to the large
scales energy dissipated at
grid scale (for numerics).
Stochastic (add noise) or
deterministic (negative
Laplacian) methods
proposed to introduce
backscatter.
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The SGS and spurious diapycnal mixing problem
How we halt the direct cascade of tracer variance is crucial.
Advection scheme options

Ignore limiters: extrema are unacceptable for realistic modeling.
Monotonic and high order: are they sufficient?
Implicit LES (no lateral SGS): we are not there yet!

SGS closure
Laplacian neutral diffusion but no eddy advection (DRAKKAR)
Anisotropic Laplacian Gent-McWilliams (Smith and Gent 2004, Fox-Kemper
et al 2013)
Biharmonic GM (Hadley Centre via Roberts and Marshall 1998)
Biharmonic neutral mixing (ROMS via Lemarie et al. 2012)

Grid Reynolds number is key (Ilicak et al 2012)
Re∆ > 2 exposes flow to being under-resolved.
Under-resolved flow either becomes noisy (un-limited transport schemes)
or dissipated (limited transport reduced to 1st upwind).

Vertical coordinate is key
Isopycnal coordinates produce trivial spurious mixing, but not universally
embraced.
ALE is the most general option, now realized in MOM6, MPAS-O, others...

Systematically quantifying spurious diapycnal mixing is subtle.
Griffies et al (2000), Lee et al (2002), Marchesiello et al. (2009), Getzlaff et
al (2010), (2012), Hill et al (2012), Ilicak et al (2012)...
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Overflows & BBLs: still an issue (in some models)

43 through 50 (see section 4 and Figure 2), suffice for both
DS and FBC. Here, Np represents the number of product
water injection sites. The geographic locations of these sites
are shown by the white lines in Figure 2, with dashed white
arrows emanating from the deepest in the injection direction.
There are only 7 DS locations and 6 FBC, because sites at
adjacent levels can be at the same locations (e.g., 45 and 46
at DS, 44 and 45 as well as 46 and 47 at FBC).
[17] Determination of the product water injection site

requires additional input from the OGCM; the potential
temperature Tn and salinity Sn at each of the Np product
injection sites. As n increases from 1 to Np, the associated
depth dn increases and the location moves downslope unless
there is a topographic cliff (e.g., DS levels 45 and 46; n = 3
and 4). The search for the injection sites begins with n =

Np − 1 and ends with n = 1. However, the first time the
condition

� Tp; Sp; dn
� �

> � Tn; Sn; dnð Þ ð7Þ

is satisfied, the search stops and the product water is injected
through side boundary conditions at the sites corresponding
to the level of depth dn+1. In cases where this condition is
satisfied for n =Np − 1 the injection occurs at the deepest sites,
as a dense bottom current that is free to flow without exces-
sive entrainment, because of the relatively flat downstream
topography shown in Figure 2. The product water injection
occurs at the shallowest site when (7) is not satisfied.
[18] As detailed in Appendix A, the CCSM4 ocean model

employs the common barotropic‐baroclinic split method to

Figure 2. Bottom topography as represented in the model in the vicinity of the Denmark Strait (DS) and
Faroe Bank Channel (FBC) overflows. The colors indicate the model vertical levels. The corresponding
depths are given above the color bar. The boxed regions denoted by I, E, and S indicate the interior,
entrainment (thin box), and source regions in the horizontal, respectively, whose T and S properties
are used to compute the necessary densities. The source and entrainment box edges at which the respec-
tive water properties and transports are imposed as side boundary conditions in the OGCM are indicated
by the black arrows, showing directions corresponding to flows out of the OGCM domain. The white
lines denoted by P show the prespecified product water injection locations into the OGCM domain.
All product water sites have the same injection direction as denoted by the white arrows drawn at only
a few of the sites for clarity.
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Figure 3: A representation of the bottom blobs (based on Bates et al. (2012a)). Dashed
circles indicate blob formation and destruction while a solid circle is an active blob with mass
and momentum in the Lagrangian system given by mL and ũL and in the Eulerian system
mE and ũE. Methods for a blob destruction are given in the bottom right with conditions
for formation above. Hatched grid cells are land points while shaded regions indicate the
effective bathymetry seen by the blob (Bates et al., 2012a)
.

3.1. Sector Domain178

The Atlantic sector is created by scaling topography derived from the NOAA/GFDL 1/4◦
179

model global bathymetry and the Weddell Sea coast of the ETOPO2 version 2 globally grid-180

ded 2 minute ocean and land topography, referred herein as ETOPO2 (U.S. Department of181

Commerce and Atmospheric Administration, 2001, http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/relief/ETOPO2/).182

The ETOPO2 data is used where the GFDL case has idealised straight edge boundaries along183

the Weddell Sea coast. Hence, the ETOPO2 data replaces the GFDL between the sector184

latitudes of 78.47◦S to 70.74◦S and 3.375◦E to 30.123◦E and smoothing is applied at the185

ETOPO2 and GFDL boundary to ensure no sharp edges are created.186

Two piecewise-linear boundaries set the longitudinal limits of the domain (red lines in187

Figure 4a). The boundaries are defined to allow land to border the domain creating closed188

wall boundaries everywhere except Drake Passage. Periodic boundary conditions are applied189

11

Terrain following and ρ-models generally do well, so long as have
sensible entrainment parameterization.
Level models are fine only so long as they explicitly resolve the
topographic slope |∂H/∂x|∆x < ∆z (Winton et al 1998) and the bottom
boundary layer thickness ∆z < hbbl.
Onerous constraint, thus motivating “embedding” methods:

NCAR (POP): pre-defined pipes (Danabasoglu et al 2010)
MOM5: embedded Lagrangian (Bates et al 2012, Snow et al 2014)
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3 GFDL CM2-O suite of climate models
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Case study of ocean eddying climate models

GFDL CM2-O suite of models: differ only in the ocean configuration.

BASED ON DELWORTH ET AL. (2012)

50 km atms with land model on same grid
MOM5 ocean configuration with sea ice SIS on same grid

CM2-1deg = one degree resolution as in CM2.1 (360 x 200)
CM2.5 = 1/4◦ resolution (1440 x 1070)
CM2.6 = 1/10◦ resolution (3600 x 2700)
50 vertical z∗ levels (different spacing than CM2.1)

CM2-‐1deg	   CM2.6	  
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Sea level standard deviation (based on daily SSH)

CM2.6 is closer to AVISO, but still not perfect (can always do better!)
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Time series from 1990 “present-day” simulations
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SST in CM2.6 is relatively stable.
CM2-1deg and CM2.6 show similar boundary heating, within error bars
of observations from Otto et al (2013). CM2.5 is >50% larger, and
outside observed range.
Getting stable/realistic SST and realistic heat fluxes is not easy!
Steric sea level increases due to heat entering ocean through surface.
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Evolution of horiz mean temp differenced from initial

Surface ocean cooling & intermediate depth ocean warming.
Movement of heat from surface into the interior.

CM2.6 (0.1◦ ocean) shows least drift.
CM2.5 (0.25◦ ocean) shows most drift.

Mechanism for different ocean heat uptake?
Compare heat budgets, decomposing heat advection via transient
eddy from time mean.
Comparison of eddy-active CM2.5 vs eddy-rich CM2.6
Comparison of eddy-param CM2-1deg vs eddy-rich CM2.6
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Horizontally integrated heat budget: CM2.5 vs CM2.6
〈∑

x,y dA
[
∂
∂t (Cp Θ ρ dz)

]
= −Cp ∆k [W Θ + ρFz ] + δk,1 Qsurf

〉20y

∆k〈W Θ〉 = ∆k[〈W〉 〈Θ〉+ 〈W ′Θ′〉]

Mean advection warms interior; eddy advection cool interior.
Stronger eddies in CM2.6 reduce interior warming. This is the
key point!
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Horizontally integrated heat budget: CM2-1deg vs
CM2.6

Eddy parameterization not well representing vertical heat
transport convergence.
Perhaps the parameterization needs depth dependent
diffusivities?
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Horizontally integrated vertical heat transport: CM2.5
vs CM2.6

Mean flux transports heat downward into ocean (wind effects).
Ferrari and Wunsch (2004), Gnanadesikan et al (2005)

Transient mesoscale eddies flux heat upward.
Gregory (2000), Wolfe et al (2009), Delworth et al (2012), Morrison
et al (2013), others.

Compensation is more complete for CM2.6 (more adiabatic).
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Horizontally integrated vertical heat transport:
CM2-1deg vs CM2.6

Eddy parameterization gets weaker vertical heat fluxes and
different depth behavior.
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Why eddies transport heat upward

warm water

cold water

Fz

F(h)

Fz

F(h)

Fz

F(h) F(neutral)

south

⇢heavy

⇢light

⇥cold ⇥warm

eddies
  vertical
di!usion

mean

Neutral directions dominated by temperature
Eddy skew fluxes move heat up as they dissipate APE.
This transport process is fundamental to Gent and McWilliams (1990),
Greatbatch and Lamb (1990), Gent et al (1995), Griffies (1998)

In high latitudes, salinity effects are important:
Downgradient neutral diffusion moves heat upward.
Gregory (2000), Morrison et al (2013)
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4 Some five-year challenges/goals
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General strategies and recommendations

Continued testing of numerical methods and physical
parameterizations

Maturation of mesoscale eddy large eddy simulations (MOLES)
Robust and high order Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
methods used to minimize spurious dianeutral mixing
Overflows: poorly represented in many mesoscale eddy-rich
resolutions; parameterize or use isopycnal-like vertical coordinate
Will terrain following coordinates ever be used for global eddying
climate?

Enhanced coordination / collaboration
Common experimental design for global ocean-ice (CORE) as well
as fully coupled climate simulations (including idealized CO2);
Archive budget terms and SGS parameters (including in CMIP6) to
facilitate process-physics understanding. We must ensure CMIP6
is more than a show-and-tell!
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Use the models as tools for science

Move beyond the “show-and-tell” or “we did it!” stage.

Achieving a global eddying simulation makes one elated. ,

Elation can turn into depression when analysis reveals huge
biases. /
We must dive deep into the simulations:

Eddy-rich models as science tools for exploration;
Multiple perturbation tests to uncover mechanisms;
Thorough analyses of processes using novel methods;
Detailed comparisons to observations and other simulations.

It is no longer sufficient to justify publication with a single
realization of a model with eddies (compare Semtner and
Chervin (1992)).
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A proposal for language

No rigorous numerical study has identified resolution (∆x,∆y,∆s)(s =
z, ρ, σ...) required to resolve ocean mesoscale in global climate.

Peter Killworth’s “eddy permitting” has become synonymous with
models coarser than 0.1◦, whereas Rick Smith’s “eddy resolving”
means finer than 0.1◦.
Proposed new terminology

Mesoscale eddy-active ⇔ non-zero transient eddy field.
Mesoscale eddy-rich ⇔ sea surface variance approaching AVISO.
Mesoscale eddy-resolved ⇔ have proof that simulation converged
numerically.

Hallberg (2013) emphasized the Rossby radius dependence of
the above terms.
Replace “mesoscale” with your favorite scale; e.g.,
submesoscale, internal gravity wave scale, etc.
Difficult to prove “eddy-resolved” in climate context for any scale,
given absence of scale separation and multiple regimes of
turbulence.
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Reminder: mesoscale just part of the ocean spectrum

Fig. 2. (a) Time-horizontal space scale diagram illustrating several physical and biological processes in ovals. (b) Rectangles indicate the

approximate horizontal and temporal sampling domain capabilities of several platforms at present.

T.D. Dickey / Journal of Marine Systems 40–41 (2003) 5–48 7

From Dickey (2003)

Broad range of
space-time scales
Absence of a clear
spectral gap, except for
scales larger than
1000 km.
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Many thanks!!

Griffies boys in the wilds of New Jersey, USA!

Deep thanks to my collaborators and mentors, particuarly those in
Princeton, Boulder, Australia, Europe, India, and within the CLIVAR
WGOMD family.
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